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Boarding Patrol: Leagues of
Votann miniatures set
Price 108.74 Euro €

Availability Last items in stock!

Shipping time from 1 to 10 days

Number 71-69

Producer code 99120118017

EAN 5011921210145

Manufacturer Games Workshop

Product description

Boarding Patrol: Leagues of Votann
miniatures set
The Leagues of Votann unite powerful trade Guilds, advanced technologists, and resilient warriors in grand ventures beyond
the galactic core. Their Oathbands are equipped with potent weapons, formidable armour, and engineered clone bodies,
allowing them to claim resources and vanquish threats in the most hostile environments – even the bowels of a space hulk.

Boarding Patrol: Leagues of Votann provides a balanced force of technologically advanced warriors, ideally suited to claiming
resources and victory in games of Warhammer 40,000 – especially in the dense and deadly Boarding Action missions detailed
in the Arks of Omen series – and will save you money compared to buying the kits individually.

Clad in bulky exo-armour with a rune-etched RAM shield and Autoch-pattern combi-bolter, the Einhyr Champion leads the
charge with impunity. Alongside him are five elite Einhyr Hearthguard, plus a squad of Cthonian Beserks, brandishing powerful
mining tools that double as weapons of war, and ten Hearthkyn Warriors armed with a variety of powerful hulk-scouring
wargear.

This set includes the following:
- 1x Einhyr Champion
- 5x Cthonian Beserks
- 5x Einhyr Hearthguard
- 10x Hearthkyn Warriors

This box can be used to assemble a variety of units – the recommended build for Boarding Action games is five Einhyr
Hearthguard, ten Hearthkyn Warriors, and either an Einhyr Champion or five Cthonian Beserks.

All models are supplied with their appropriate bases. These miniatures are supplied unpainted and require assembly – we
recommend using Citadel Plastic Glue and Citadel Colour paints.

Rules for playing Boarding Action games of Warhammer 40,000 can be found in the Arks of Omen: Abaddon supplement.
Additional rules for Leagues of Votann Boarding Patrols can be found in Arks of Omen: The Lion.  
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